


Attallah el of Comparative Study Of Carcass 

those in Bauscat rabbits. The Iinear regression coefficients of body 
weight (BW) as covariant on body measurements studied were 
significant (P ::;0.05, P ::;0.0 I or P ::;0.00 I) at 4, 12 and 14 weeks for 
BL; at 8 and 12 weeks for LL; at 4 and 14 weeks for ee; at 4 weeks 
for we and at 4, 8, 12 and 14 weeks for WL in B rabbits and at 8 
and 14 weeks for BL; at '4 weeks for LL; at 8 and 14 weeks for ee 
and at 8 and 14 weeks for ew in BR rabbits. The effect of litter 
size at birth (LSB) was non-significant except at 8 weeks for LL ; 
at 12 weeks for ee and at 14 weeks for WL in B; at 8 weeks for CC 
and at 8 and 12 weeks for CW in BR t (P<0.05, P<O.O 1or P<O.OO I). 

INTRODUCTION 

In developing countries, where the human population is still growing, 
land that was traditionally used for large animal production is giving way 
to enlarging communities, According to Vietmeyer (1985), "livestock for 
use in developing countries should, like computers, be getting smaller and 
become personal", production of animals becomes more intense with 
increased need of a protein source. This is where the prolific rabbit is 
finding increasing importance as a protein source (Cheeke, 1986; Khalil 
et ai, 1986), 

Live animal body length (from the atlas vertebra to the t h lumber 
vertebra, Le. dorsal length as cited by Ouhayon and Blasco ,1992) 
whereas, in farm animal meat would be deposited dorsal bonds. Chest 
circumference measure could play a role in the rabbit overall tidal air 
during breathing which turn to affect its healthiness; fitness; vigor and 
strength. Ayyat et a1. (1995) reported that live body weight and thigh 
length index may be used for classification of rabbit for production to 
different grades both of marketing and breeding. The importance of these 
traits is easily recognized but no data were available in the literature on 
development of body measurements in rabbits (Bersenyi et aI, 1998). 
Therefore, these traits may have a role in classic breeding programs 
(Abdel-Ghany et al,200 I and Hassan et ai, 2001). 

The objective of the present study was to quantify effect of some 
non-genetic (year and season of birth, parity, sex, Litter size at birth) and 
the genetic factors (sire) on weaning and post-weaning body 
measurements in Bauscat and Baladi Red rabbits. Also, evaluation the 
relationship effect of body weight and litter size at birth on body 
measurements. 
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